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A family had B members A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H. They belongs to three different generations. F was 

B's mother-in-law. B's daughter had no siblings. A was H's sister. G was the only brother-in-law of 

H. H's spouse had no siblings. E was the grandson of D. D'S daughter was married to C's father. It is 

given that Each child had either both or none of his parents alive. 

1) How is B related to H? 

a) Husband     b) Wife     c) Son     d) Brother     e) CND 

2) C is __________ of E? 

a) Cousin     b) Sister     c) Niece     d) Nephew     e) None 

3) If G is brother of X, then how is X related to E? 

a) Aunt     b) Uncle       c) Nephew      d) Niece      e) CND 

 

A family consists of eight members, namely S, T, U, V, W, X, Y and Z, spread across three genera-

tions. None of the family members is unmarried. Z is the paternal aunt of V, who is a female. U is 

the daughter-in-law of W. S is the brother-in-law of Y. X has no daughter. U and Y are directly relat-

ed (mother, father, brother, sister, husband, wife) to each other. 

1) If W is not wife of T, then how is W related to X? 

a) Husband     b) Grandfather in law     c) Father in law     d) Brother     e) CND 

2) How is Z related to U? 

a) Sister in law     b) Sister     c) Niece     d) Brother in law     e) None 

3) What is the direct relation between U and Y in the same order? 

a) Aunt-Nephew     b) Mother-Son       c) Wife-Husband      d) Sister-Brother      e) CND 
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There are seven persons in the family Abhay, Asha, Chand, Daksha, Jackie, Jamie and Karni. Each 

person is related ta the other person in some way. Asha and Chand are a married couple. Daksha is 

the sister of Abhay. Jackie is the father of Daksha and is also a paternal grandfather. Karni is the 

niece of Abhay. Chand is the only brother af Daksha. Jamie is the spouse of Jackie.  

How many female members are in the family? 
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